Some see expressive design
We see driving ambition
The new Audi Q2 with progressive steering
Future is an attitude

Standard with a 5 year / 100 000km Audi Freeway Plan

Some see a
premium SUV.
We see personal
progress
The new Audi Q2 is a boldly urban SUV that’s
made to serve your personal style and your
driving ambitions. Not only do its striking looks
and edgy road presence create standout on any
street-corner, its intuitive technologies and
wide range of infotainment options make it an
ideal companion for spontaneous adventure.
Behind the wheel, the new Audi Q2’s progressive
steering and agile handling deliver driving
excitement both in the bustling confines of your
city and… far beyond.

Strikingly
designed.
Outstandingly
extroverted
Charismatic and outgoing, the new Audi Q2 is
not only impressive in its design, it also comes
with progressive steering for convenience and
enjoyment that’s not limited to the city. Its
extroverted personality has been brought to
life with a new front and rear bumper design
and dynamic body lines that embody its
powerful appearance. The optional Advanced
and S line trimline, range of new wheels and
body colours allow you to create a bold SUV
with its own distinctive identity and look.

Sporty and
well-connected
Innovative, flexible and equipped with a full
colour driver information system and a userfriendly multi-media interface, the new Audi Q2
makes it easier than ever to stay in touch while
you’re out on the road.
Its beautifully styled cabin brings its vibrant
exterior into the interior. Optional features like
Audi’s ambient lighting plus package let you
tailor the colour scheme of your Audi Q2 to your
mood and preference, with LED technology for
glare-free and immersive lighting. Sports seats
are available as standard with on the Advanced
and S line trims.

Your
performance,
accelerated
The Technology package

The new Audi Q2’s optional technology package
places a range of innovative technologies, right
at your fingertips. The Audi virtual cockpit has
a high-resolution display that can be tailored
to your needs, displaying your speed, engine
performance, media, information and much
more. The technology package also includes the
Audi smartphone interface to help continue your
digital life on the road, as well as MMI navigation
plus for easy adventure and exploration.

Your comfort,
guaranteed
The Comfort package
Make your new Audi Q2 an even more immersive
experience with our optional Comfort Package.
Its electric tailgate allows you to open and close
your boot with the touch of a button, making
loading with sports gear, shopping or any load,
even more convenient. Inside, your comfort
is elevated with front seats with built in seat
heating and 4 way lumbar support.

Create a
captivating
road presence
The Black Styling package
Add even more flair to your Audi Q2’s vibrant
road-presence. The optional Black Styling
package brings even more stand out to your Q2
with Audi’s famous Singleframe grille in black,
front and rear bumper trims in black and a black
rear blade and side-mirrors. Sports suspension
brings even better road handling to this agile
inner-city wonder, while 19-inch 10 spoke wheels
complete the distinctive look

Model

Folding rear seat backrest

Tyre pressure monitoring system

Comfort automatic air conditioning system

Driver information system with colour display

LED headlamps

Progressive steering

Rear parking aid

Standard seats in front
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